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Editor’s
Notes
after publishing an impressive 1332
printed pages, The Typewriter Exchange is
going all-digital. Our friend Mike Brown
has announced that from now on, Typex
will be produced as a free PDF. He will
still mail printed copies to those who
request them, for a fee. I understand
Mike’s decision, and I’ve done the same
for another newsletter I edit. ETCetera
can continue to appear in print thanks to
the eﬀorts of a sizeable team, especially
including the work that Herman Price
puts into mailing the magazine and keeping track of dues (speaking of which—
it’s that time, again). As most readers
know, we do also oﬀer free PDFs of every
issue, with a two-year publication delay,
at etconline.org. I wish Mike many more
years of publication in his new format,
and I encourage everyone to check out
Typex, at no cost, at typexnews.com.
Another thing you can now check
out easily is “California Typewriter.” It’s
available on iTunes, DVD, and Blu-ray.
This film does a wonderful job of sharing
the fascination of antique typewriters,
as it follows Martin Howard in his quest
for a Sholes & Glidden. It also illuminates
why some people, well into the twentyfirst century, still want to use typewriters, and how grateful we should be for
the remaining typewriter repair shops
and technicians. Director Doug Nichol
richly deserves the 2017 QWERTY Award
for creating this absorbing, touching, and
thought-provoking film.
It’s been quite a couple of years for
our hobby. Let’s review: in addition to
the film, we’ve seen the publication
of five significant books. (Janine Vangool’s The Typewriter, my The Typewriter
Revolution, Paul Robert and Peter Weil’s
Typewriter, the San Francisco Airport
Museum’s The Typewriter, and Tony
Casillo’s Typewriter. You can learn more
about the last two in this issue.) In addition, Tom Hanks has come out with a
book of short stories, Uncommon Type,
each of which includes a typewriter. Of

course, the collection has been as popular as Hanks himself, and he has taken
every opportunity during his book tour
to boost our beloved machines. Other
celebrities, such as Lady Gaga, are also
adopting typewriters, and once you start
looking for them, they’re everywhere in
today’s culture.
When such things happen, some of
us start thinking about prices. “Oh no,
typewriter prices are going up!”—or,
“Hooray, typewriter prices are going up!”
I don’t especially care about values, or
claim to know the future. But my guess
is that prices for common typewriters
will rise modestly, as the machines still
easily outnumber the collectors, and
prices of antiques will remain steady for
a while. Those with a newfound interest
in typewriters generally want aﬀordable
and reliable ones that they can actually
use. However, in time, a certain number
of these typists will join us in researching, buying, and selling the unusual and
early machines. This fascinating hobby
will endure and thrive. ■

show & tell : by charles sweigart

The Hanford
Type Writer No. 2
i am an antique dealer from pennsylvania, located near the proclaimed Antiques Capital USA. It is a busy, vibrant
center with many shops and weekend
markets which oﬀer a steady stream
of objects of all eras and price ranges
year-round. I frequent the oldest indoor
market open only on Sunday, Renninger’s
Antique Market. I have maintained a
booth there with my wife, Barbara, for
over 35 years under our business named
Search Ends Here, in addition to doing
large antique shows across the USA.
A few weeks ago, another vendor who
frequents the estate auctions in northern
Maryland bought what he described as a
rare typewriter and brought it in hopes
of selling. I was there when he unboxed
it, and I purchased the typewriter. I
primarily buy my inventory from other
dealers who scour the auctions each
week. This item intrigued me, as I could
not remember ever hearing of the name
Hanford, and I was also intrigued by the
likely late-19th-century production date,
as evidenced by the decoration and style
of the markings.
I decided to try to ascertain who made
this machine. I searched the internet
for the Hanford name, but nothing appeared. I searched for the name in patent
documents, also with no results. I decided to look at sites that had images of
other machines of the same vintage. In
that search, several pictures of machines
by Odell surfaced, and it was apparent that the basic parts of my find were
identical in size and position, but no
Hanford-named machines were found.
Still interested in finding if anyone had
ever heard of Hanford and the relation
to Odell, I set about using forums online.
Placing posts looking for more info
slowly started to make me aware I had
found something unknown. That totally
amazed me, as my newfound sources of
information in the typewriter collecting community were deep and intense,
as well as extremely willing to share

their knowledge. I now believe that the
machine I found is the only one to have
ever been seen or heard of, but surely
others could have been made, as the cost
to make a single casting of the base using
completely diﬀerent decorations and
name would have been prohibitive. Also
mysterious is the No. 2 designation cast
into the base. Was there a No. 1 or No. 3,
or did the number just imply the upperand-lowercase printing bar? Seems like
each time a question is answered, another takes its place. Well, that suits me,
as the search for knowledge and answers
is my favorite pastime.
I am pleased to be able to share images
of my discovery with the typewriter
enthusiast community. ■
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The Tenth Annual
Chestnut Ridge
Collectors’ Meeting
by herman price

Historical Perspective

from the typewriter exchange newsletter, Winter 1987:
YOU HAVE DREAMED OF THIS FOR
YEARS…. Now it is coming up. The
first countrywide gathering of antique
typewriter collectors in the U.S. will
convene on the springtime weekend
of May 30-31, 1987, when enthusiasts
from all over the U.S. as well as as
many as thirty of the faithful from
Europe gather at the Sheraton Inn in
Norwich, Connecticut.
That meeting was 30 years ago! There is
one collector who attended both that meeting and the recent meeting at my home in
Morgantown, West Virginia. That collector
is the current editor of The Typewriter Exchange, Mike Brown of Philadelphia. (Mike
could not have been more than three years
old at the time, could he?) I first met Mike
at another significant typewriter collectors’ event in Philadelphia in the year 2000.
(I could not have been more than 10 years
old at the time, could I?) In fact, I met about
85 enthusiasts for the first time at that
incredible meeting, many of whom have
become important typewriter resources (in
typewriter speak, that means friends).
There are many parallels between the
1987 and 2017 meetings. Dennis and Lee
Ann Clark hosted the 1987 meeting and
displayed their typewriter collection (the
largest private collection in the U.S.) to
the participants. At our recent meeting,
Connie and I displayed our typewriter
collection (now the largest private collection in the U.S.?). Their attendance
seems to have been around 60, while
ours exceeded 90.
Editor Dan Post described the 1987
meeting as the Super Bowl of typewriter
collectors. I think of our recent meeting
as the World Cup. While the typewriters
4 • ETCetera No. 119 • Winter 2017/18

Typing contest.

were great, it was the people in attendance that made this meeting great. It always is. Thank you so much for attending
and making these meetings so fulfilling.

Background

i attended my first collectors’ meeting at the home of Ron Wild in Carmel,
Indiana, ca. 1997. There were about six
attending, and it was amazing. Ron had a
great collection and told amazing stories
about his typewriter experiences.
In 2000, I attended the typewriter
convention in Philadelphia. I recall about
85 participants including some ribbon
tin collectors. It was at this meeting that I
met so many well-known collectors, such
as Peter Weil, Uwe Breker, Mike Brown,
Hermann Kerz, Peter Muckermann,
Marco Frei, Paul Robert, Rob Blickensderfer, John Lewis, Larry Wilhelm, Jim
Rauen, Thomas Russo and Lynda Beckler.
IT WAS FANTASTIC!
In 2003, I attended a meeting in St.
Helens, U.K., sponsored by Les Owen

and Fritz Niemann. It was here that I
met many European collectors such as
Thomas Fürtig, Jos Legrand, Jorg Fehrensen, Jaap Horstink, Nick Fisher, Richard Milton, Tilman Elster, and Bernard
Williams. Several of us Americans were
there, including Lin Lewis, Mike Brown,
and Angie Jimenez, led by our tour guide,
Paul Robert.
In 2005, Lin Lewis hosted a meeting in
Mt. Pleasant, South Carolina. It was great
fun, with many old friends attending.
You will notice that I mentioned all
of the people that I met, not the machines that I saw. It becomes immediately apparent that the people are what
is important! Yes, I saw every machine
that you can imagine, from Sholes and
Glidden to Malling Hansen to Blickensderfer Electric.

Highlights of 10 Incredible Years!

2008, the first meeting: peter weil,
Richard Polt, Jett Morton, Travis Hamric
and I decided to have a little meeting at

Attendees came from many US states and some
other countries.

my house. We invited everybody that we
knew and had attendance of about 20.
Jay Williams came from Atlanta and Don
Feldman came from Bremerton, Washington. It was great fun. My collection
was 400-plus machines.
2009: Travis decided to host a meeting
at his home in Frametown, West Virginia,
followed by an excursion to my house.
Another 20-plus attendees for this, the
second meeting.
2010: Due to many other meetings, our
attendance was around 10, but we did not
fail to have fun.
2012: This marked the year that Richard was retiring as editor of ETCetera.
We created the QWERTY Award to honor
him. Subsequent awards have been given
to Peter Weil, Robert Messenger, Mike
Brown, Gabe Burbano, Herman Price, and
Doug Nichol.
2013: Attendance reached about 60.
Doug Nichol filmed interviews for his
movie “California Typewriter.” Attendees included Robert Messenger,
Australia; Paul Robert, Netherlands;
Fritz Niemann and Hermann Kerz,
Germany; Giuliano Fanutti, Italy; and
Martin Howard, Canada. We also had
typewriter royalty in Jim Rauen, California and Dennis Clark, Connecticut.
This was the first year that the Virginia
Tech kids attended (Mark Petersen, JP
Huard, and Katie Kirkland). They have
not missed a meeting since. With so
many people, we had to move from sitting around the pool table to the great
room upstairs.
2014: Attendance was around 50. Competition from the Milwaukee Convention
reduced our international participation.

We had a great time, as usual.
2016: My collection reached 800-plus
machines. Attendance was over 60.
2017: Who would have dreamed that
we would have kept this going for 10
YEARS!
The crowd (90-plus) was so large that
we had to move from the great room to
the driveway. The weather was great.
We had to break into two groups to
show “California Typewriter” on a big
screen inside. Because some of it was
filmed at our 2013 meeting, we were
able to see ourselves in the movie. Doug
Nichol received the QWERTY Award for
2017. He could not attend, but a Hollywood acquaintance, Wilson, accepted the
award on his behalf.
There were a speed typing contest,
typewriter beauty contest, and many,
many door prizes. We also had some charity auctions to benefit hurricane relief
and ETCA.
Specifically, in honor of the 30th
anniversary of ETCetera, the quarterly
magazine of the Early Typewriter Collectors’ Association, we auctioned oﬀ a
copy of issue No. 1 autographed by editor
Darryl Rehr. We also auctioned oﬀ an
autographed copy of Darryl’s historic
typewriter reference guide, Antique Typewriters and Oﬃce Collectibles. Thank you
very much, Darryl.
We had show and tell featuring Peter
Weil (the Clough Hammond 1), Peter with
Martin Howard (Kleidograph), Richard
Polt (customized typewriters) and Glenn
Gravatt (Remington pistols).
2018: We have already scheduled the
11th annual meeting for October 19, 20,
and 21, 2018.

Peter Weil presents the QWERTY Award to Wilson,
accepting it on behalf of Doug Nichol.
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The Participants

argentina, italy, canada, california,
Colorado, Texas, Louisiana, Indiana,
Illinois and Florida were represented
along with the Eastern states. What an
amazing crowd!
“The highlights, of course, are sitting down with folks we see only once
a year and are proud to call friends.
Hovering from car to car, desperately
searching for another machine to
add…. To all my friends old and new
and those yet to be counted…. Herman’s is only 360ish days away.”
—Mark Albrecht, Florida
“I had a wonderful time getting to see
you all every year. I was also happy to
scratch some long-awaited machines oﬀ
my wish list.”
—Ethan Singree, aka Mr. Ampersand, Ohio
“The fall meeting at the Chestnut Ridge
Typewriter Museum has become a tradition and a highlight of the year for me.
It’s a chance to feast with old friends,
share tall tales, enjoy good laughs, learn
(and forget) hundreds of facts, gape at
amazing typewriters, and make deals.
The setting is beautiful, and Herman is
a genial and entertaining host. Without
events like this, collecting would be a
lonelier and less rewarding pursuit.
Online communication is great, but it’s
no substitute for spending time in person
with fellow fanatics.”
—Richard Polt, Ohio
“As a first-time attendee, I was absolutely
amazed. Naturally, I drooled over the vast
array of typewriters in Herman’s collection. I was also very excited to meet
people that I had been building relationships with online, as well as meeting individuals whom I admire and respect, both
as collectors and writers. The highlight of
my experience was the generosity of the
collectors who donated machines to the
Virginia Middle School Writing Club.”
—Langley Shazor, Virginia
“I knew I would enjoy coming for the first
time, but it was much better than I ever
imagined it would be.”
—Richard Boydstun, Texas
“Once again, typewriter collecting royalty and the rest of us answered the call
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from Maestro Herman Price to gather
in West Virginia to rekindle our friendships. The presentations themselves are
worth the trip. The combined wealth
of knowledge about these machines is
what fascinates and draws me every
year to Herman’s.”
—Brian Cavin, Maryland
“The only disappointing thing was having to leave to go home, knowing it will
be a whole other year until the next one.
Reminds me of how I felt at the end of
Christmas Day when I was a kid.”
—Shanine Kalweit DiMora, NY
“Thanks also to the many attendees, some
of whom traveled long distances to be
there. It was just as perfect as it could be.”
—Mike Brown, Pennsylvania

“It was a great experience….I can’t thank
you enough.”
—John Sacks, Pennsylvania
“As I leave this meeting every year, I cannot wait for next year’s meeting.”
—Ed Fagan, North Carolina
“For a guy from way Down Under, to actually get to meet all the typewriter heroes
from my earliest days of collecting and
searching the web for inspiration….all in
one place at one time, was simply amazing and a memory I shall cherish for the
rest of my days. Fantastic people!”
—Robert Messenger, Australia (2013)
“Well, bless your little pea-picking hearts.”
—Tennessee Ernie Ford and
Herman Price, West Virginia

“Thanks for your great, excellent and
one-of-a-kind event again…. I enjoyed it
very much.”
—Mitchell Vassiliou, California
“The EXPERIENCE is certainly a highlight
of my year! Many thanks and much gratitude to all involved.”
—Danny Jordan, Ohio
“I met many of the individuals I connect with and read daily on the Facebook group. I now hear their voices
and see their faces when reading their
posts…. It was surreal during the California Typewriter movie to be watching
Herman’s Great Room on screen while
sitting in Herman’s Great Room watching the screen. At that moment, I felt a
common bond with everyone and felt a
connection to this long-standing group
of typewriter enthusiasts.”
—David Brechbiel, Indiana
“Thank you for welcoming a first-timer
and relatively new collector. It was awesome to meet so many great people. You
were all great hosts and made everyone
feel welcome and included. Great to hang
with so many people who enjoy these
great old machines.”
—Jason Cohn, Pennsylvania
“The weekend at Herman’s was so awesome and it is now top of the list of something I look forward to every year.”
—Todd Skaggs, Ohio

This gold-plated Remington presented to Leon J.
Pinkson won third place in the beauty contest.

The Beauty Contest

about 15 beautiful (and some not)
machines were entered. We dispensed
with the swimsuit competition and the
philosophical questions about saving the
world and went straight to the “best looking.” My red Oliver with batwing appliqués would have won Miss Congeniality,
but we dispensed with that. The semifinalists were an amazing gold-plated Remington, a red Erika and a peaches-andcream Triumph. The Erika and Triumph
tied for the win.

Buy, Sell, and Trade

this annual meeting has become the
quintessential typewriter swap meet
in the world. Hundreds of typewriters
changed hands over the three days. Consider a very small sample of them — Uwe
Breker himself would be jealous: Fürstenberg prototype, Remer, Odell pinpoint

checkwriter, Mignon with Fraktur type,
Hammond Fraktur shuttle, Remington
Rand 1 in colette and endowa blue, aluminum Blickensderfer 5 (black), Underwood tuxedo, Continental portable #R27,
Bar-Let with colored keys, Hammond
4-row shuttle, Oliver with Greek keyboard,
Corona rest key, Williams 1 (straight), Remington 50 (the big boy), Remington Envoy,
Noiseless portable #993, shipping crates,
Triumph De Jur, Ideal A4, Macy’s (Barr),
and so many, many more. Most were sold
and packed away before I even saw them.

Acknowledgements

ginger willard, chief cook and bottle
washer, is the one who holds this event
together. She is incredible!
Chef Kenneth Price cooked those
hundreds of burgers, dogs and sausages.
He claimed to be beyond his depth, but
performed perfectly.
Parking supervisor, Chief Warrant Officer 3 (retired) Jeﬀrey Price, directed the
parking admirably and also acted as assistant greeter and tour guide. I hope you
talked to him. That is very hard, because
he never stops talking.
“Counselor” Connie Price. Yes, she
talks even more than Jeﬀrey. She now
knows your family history for at least
three generations. She tirelessly assisted
Ginger in her chores. (Her flight to Florida to visit her brother, which mysteriously always coincides with our meeting, was
cancelled. That was our good fortune.)
Chief Greeter—Angus McFergus
McTavish Dundee, aka GUS. You might
google the Burl Ives song if you are
unfamiliar with it. If you did not fall in
love with GUS, you have a serious social
disorder. He had a fresh haircut just for
you. His undercoat was so soft. How soft
was it? Softer than... (Type a letter to me
and let me know how soft it was). ■

Henry Taylor competes in the typing contest.

Ethan Singree, aka Mr. E, aka Mr. Ampersand.

Angus McFergus McTavish Dundee, aka GUS.

Herman Price and Trevor Brumfield.
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portables, etcetera : by robert messenger

The Sixteen Keepers
“we got married in a fever, hotter than
a pepper sprout…” The opening line
from the 1963 hit song written by Billy
Edd Wheeler and Jerry Leiber pretty
much sums up my “shotgun marriage” to
typewriter collecting. Once I’d started,
collecting quickly turned to fever pitch,
and I was gathering whatever I could
find wherever I could find it. It was as
if I wanted the experience of typing on
every conceivable machine, having been
exclusively an Olivetti man for more than
half of my newspaper writing life. The
typewriters which began to pile up were
in the main Litton Industries portables,
Nakajimas and Silver-Seikos so readily
available in Australia, with a multitude of
model names, from Majitouch to the more
recognizable Royal and Imperial, in an
array of hues.
The fire never went out and soon I was
into the heavier stuﬀ — Blickensderfers, Coronas, early Adlers and Empires,
Remingtons and Underwoods, Olivers
and Hammonds. I bought crateloads from
Charles Gu and Chicago auction houses
and from Scott McNeill. The estate of the
late Australian collector Bruce Beard was
bountiful. Then I got wind of German
eBay, and began to find Erikas, Gromas,
Rheinmetalls, Stoewers and Torpedos and
the like. By the end of the past decade, my
collection had grown to a ridiculous 972
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machines. Notwithstanding the quality of
the fine American and European typewriters mentioned, it was far more dross
than treasure. What’s more, the retirement fund had evaporated, there was no
room to store all the machines, and the
collection had become a complete millstone around my neck.
Thoughts of trying to be more selective
were at the back of my mind from about
the time I acquired my umpteenth Nakajima. I recall being astonished when, in
an online conversation with Paul Robert,
he revealed the size of his significantly
smaller but still scrumptious collection.
There were times, too, when I was alerted
to the possibility of creating major problems for others, such as when Tilman
Elster suddenly died and his son had
to sell oﬀ more than 1,800 typewriters,
Dennis Clark moved his vast collection,
Wim Van Rompuy set out to downsize,
and Richard Polt moved out of his oﬃce
at Xavier University. I had no desire to
leave monumental headaches for family
members lumbered with an inheritance
of hundreds of typewriters.
Earlier this year a window of opportunity opened for me to move from
my home, where I had housed, under a
registered business name, the Australian
Typewriter Museum. It was really a name
only, as, unlike Herman Price’s wonderful

museum, very few people actually got to
see my collection in its full glory. It looked
spectacular, much more so than could
ever be fully appreciated by just me and a
cat. The chance to move meant selling and
giving away the overwhelming majority
of the collection — and, indeed, dumping some unwanted stragglers. I came
to the drastic decision to keep just 16, or
1.65 percent, of what had once been. The
“brutality” I adopted caused some angst
in the worldwide typewriter community
and, on Instagram, I was described as a
barbarian and a philistine. Still, what had
to be had to be. Friends like Richard Polt
understood what I had to go through to
make my move feasible.
Richard’s curiosity was piqued, however, on the matter of which 16 typewriters I kept and why. The selection came
down as much to what I considered
historical significance and working models as it did to sheer sentimentality. My
last 16 do not reflect in any way a history
of the typewriter, its development, or
indeed the most important, rare or valuable machines. Some of it had to do with
models I’d had much satisfaction from, in
writing about their history in ETCetera or
on my ozTypewriter blog. But my 16 may
one day rise to 18 (or even 20!), because I
still harbor dreams of owning a Royal 10
and an Underwood 5 in good shape – I’ve

had a run of considerable misfortune
with both models. I also confess I actually
have 17 typewriters in my new, wonderful
abode — I kept my early Bijou four-bank
portable, as it’s my “go-to” typewriter, the
one I use almost every day.
Anyway, here is my justification for the
16 that now comprise my entire collection:
Blickensderfer 5: Blickensderfers are
my special passion and at one time I had
a full set (except for the Electric, which
I’d die for). The one I kept was sold by Alf
Reed’s New Zealand Typewriter Company and, given I’m a dyed-in-the-wool
Kiwi, it was the one must-keep of a large
pack of Blicks.
Corona 3 portable: My model has
been forensically proven as the one used
by the great Australian author Miles
Franklin to write Brent of Bin Bin. Richard
Polt put me on to an estate sale in New
York and I won the eBay auction at $37.
The rest is history, as they say. No price
could be put on such a machine.
Corona 5TE: This model being the
first electric portable and the peak of Joe
Barkdoll’s many achievements at Groton,
I can’t bring myself to part with it. Its typing action is brilliant.
Hall: A Salem model given to me
by Museum Victoria’s Scienceworks. I
love the beautiful wooden box and the
gleaming gold handle crest as much as
the eye-catching and groundbreaking
machine itself.
Fox 1 portable: Memories are made
of this. Richard Polt had to leave his oﬃce
one day and left me to “play” with his

typewriters. The Fox had a broken drawband but I got it working. When Richard
returned, he simply said, “Keep it, it’s
yours.” And will forever remain so.
Masspro: I was transfixed by the
Masspros in Herman Price’s museum
and Richard Polt walked up behind me
and asked, “You know it was designed by
Frank Rose’s son, don’t you?” I didn’t. But
I had to have one, and Herman fixed it so I
did get one.
Noiseless portable: I had two of
these fascinating machines and, heeding the advice of Paul Robert, I moved
the lesser one (with some missing parts)
on and kept the good working model.
Just don’t get me started on Wellington
Parker Kidder.
Oliver 5: Does any typewriter start a
conversation like an early Oliver? One of
my first “major” imports from the U.S.,
this is the machine I was filmed using on
the ABC TV program The Collectors. So it
too is a keeper.
Olivetti Valentine: I liked the way
Paul Robert included a Valentine — as the
“end of the line” — among all the great
old machines in his Virtual Typewriter
Museum. I don’t necessarily like the
machine, but I agree it’s of considerable
interest. My one is lime green too, not
what Sottsass called the “tarty” red.
Remington Standard 2: Another of
my earliest expensive shippings from the
U.S., but a great buy. It arrived in excellent working condition and I love to type
with it. I also agree with Paul that it is the
“archetype of the typewriter.”

Remington Model 1 portable: Nothing beats an early Remington portable
to type with — I always think it makes
a sound that means real business. My
particular interest being in the development of portables, this model is of much
historical significance.
Rooy portable: Another model I
acquired from Richard Polt, and one I
include, along with a Standard Folding
and Hermes Featherweight, when giving
typewriter presentations. Sliding the machine out of its two-inch high case always
draws a gasp from the audience.
Simplex: The one I have kept has a
quite poignant story behind it. It was a
Christmas gift for a young boy in Wisconsin who wrote beautiful little letters and
stories on it. He died in the Spanish flu
epidemic, still in his teens. I simply won’t
ever part with it.
Standard Folding: I determined,
after reading Richard Milton’s website on
the Corona 3 and the Standard Folding,
to own one, and I finished up with six.
Again, the one in the best working condition survives in my collection.
Underwood Standard 3-bank portable:
Lee Burridge’s mind-blowing design
fills me with awe and admiration. I’ve
always considered this the work of a
genius in miniature engineering. A brilliant typewriter.
Winsor portable: A gift from Richard
Polt, after I’d helped him acquire a Moya
in New Zealand. I love Spain, I love Valencia, and I love this simple little machine,
so basic and yet so elegant. ■
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ephemera : by peter weil

1

TYPEWRITERS AT THE
Writing Machines at The Pan
EXPOSITION
three world’s fairs held in the united
States in the first quarter of the 20th
century were major events for the further
diﬀusion of typewriters into virtually
every aspect of Western industrial cultures. The fairs include the Pan-American
Exposition in Buﬀalo, New York (1901),
the Louisiana Purchase Exposition in St.
Louis, Missouri (1904), and the PanamaPacific International Exposition in San
Francisco, California (1915). Typewriter
companies stimulated this diﬀusion by
building on their experiences in the 19thcentury expositions to even more spectacularly display their wares to an even more
internationalized audience. They did so
10 • ETCetera No. 119 • Winter 2017/18

while using at least some of the changing,
broader Western cultural motifs and materials to create their booths. Perhaps the
most stunning example of these dynamic
approaches is the Underwood Typewriter
Company’s Art-Nouveau booth, presented
in the center of the above photo, made
for the 1904 exposition.¹ 1 Underwood
designed the booth to display not only the
typewriters marketed by them, but also
their innovative genius. The 256-squarefoot, 20-foot-high display was constructed
of old rose, cream white, opalescent, and
moss green stained glass, and, according
to one source, some typewriter parts. It
also encompassed electric light bulbs in-

side its components. For many visitors to
the booth in the Liberal Arts Building that
contained it, Underwood’s radiant display
must have been experienced like walking
inside a Tiﬀany lampshade. The contents
of this display and the impressive but less
spectacular displays mounted by Fox, FaySholes, and Blickensderfer that also are
seen in this image will be discussed in the
Spring ETCetera (No. 120) in the context
of the 1904 event. In addition, typewriter
companies also used newer cultural
themes and, often, materials, to design
many of their premium souvenirs for
their visitors to take or send home and to
cherish. Surviving premiums are a form

of ephemera that were given away by the
companies, and many of the ones shown
here are often combined with written
documentation of typewriter displays.²
However, the souvenirs themselves are
often the only clear record we have of
specific typewriters at these world’s fairs,
and those will be used as evidence for
that purpose.
Underwood also was a major player
at the Pan-American Exposition of 1901.
The fair was popularly designated by
visitors and the media alike as “The
Pan.” The community leaders of Buﬀalo
and New York State conceived of the
event as a means to draw attention to
the burgeoning industrial strengths and
promising future of the region that were,
in turn, significantly the result of the
electric power generated by the nearby
facilities at Niagara Falls. In essence, New
York and the environs wanted to represent themselves to the world as advancing on the leading edge of the new energy
form. The primary symbols of that edge
were the Pan’s Electric Tower building,
an edifice covered in electrically illuminated fixtures, and the falls that generated this wonderful new form of energy
that promised to revolutionize peoples’
lives. Underwood capitalized on the
excitement of the Electric Tower by producing a beautiful chromolithographed
pamphlet that highlighted its place at the
fair, and the large display that housed its
typewriters, which already were becoming serious contenders as visible writers
in the writing machine market that was
dominated by Remington and the machines of the Union Typewriter Co. that
it controlled. 2 The design of Underwood’s rococo-Greek revival booth was
typical of other Victorian-style booths
at the fair. 3 Its lack of unique qualities,
however, was more than compensated
for by the typewriters it displayed—its
models 1, 4 and 5, all of which embodied
the company’s front-strike design with
its very precise alignment based on the
company’s unique type segment. To demonstrate these technological advantages,
Underwood brought May E. Carrington
and Alice M. Schreiner, at that time the
fastest typists in the world. They both
typed while blindfolded on typewriters
without key legends. Startled observers
commented that they took dictation and
typed the words “as fast as the ordinary
person talks!”

2

Perhaps even more exciting to many
visitors was the Underwood “Mind
Reading” typewriter. The machine was,
in fact, an electric version of one of the
company’s typewriters (the model was
not identified) that was operated remotely
via wiring attached to another modified
Underwood hidden in a room within the

booth. This curiosity is all the more interesting because it served as the foundation
for the operation of the company’s iconic
giant writing machine 14 years later at the
San Francisco exposition. In addition, it is
noteworthy that none of the technology
for it was developed into an electric typewriter ever made by Underwood. That
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7
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said, the machine, again, emphasized The
Pan’s theme of electricity and its future
promise to visitors. The pamphlet (see 2 )
that contained the image of the booth that
was the locus of these wonders was given
away to visitors. Other premiums oﬀered
to visitors there included this Wagner
envelope with the color image of Niagara
Falls on the front, filled with 1,000 stamps
from all over the world. This gift emphasized the electric energy theme and
international character of the event and,
at the same time, the fact that the writing
machines labeled as “Underwood” and
displayed in its booth were designed and
manufactured by the Wagner Typewriter
Company. 4 The envelope was designed
as a souvenir that would be mailed home
by visitors, spreading the messages of the
maker and the fair. A third memento of
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the Underwood booth given to onlookers
was this puzzle that presented a key as a
means to remember their product — here,
an Underwood model 1 — and the visibility oﬀered by it. 5 Underwood received
one of three of the gold medals granted to
typewriter companies at the event. 6
Underwood was just one of a documented total of 15 brands of typewriters
displayed in the booths of 12 companies. Beyond Underwood, the companies included Blickensderfer, Chicago,
Cutter-Tower (Franklin), Jewett, Fox,
Lambert, Oliver, Smith Premier, Wyckoﬀ Seamans and Benedict (Remington),
United Typewriter and Supply (Caligraph, Densmore and Yost), and Williams
Manufacturing (Wellington).³
Remington was one of two typewriters
designated the “Oﬃcial Typewriter” for

8

10

11

9
12

The Pan, and its company, Wyckoﬀ, Seamans, and Benedict, decided to withhold
their machines from the competition for
medals. However, the Remington booth
did receive a special bronze medal for its
display. The decision not to compete may
have been related to the fact that Remington was the controlling entity of the
Union Typewriter Company, a trust that,
by 1901, included Caligraph, Densmore,
Smith Premier, and Yost and that owned
United Typewriter and Supply, a large
distributor that by then was retailing the
Caligraph, Densmore, and Yost machines.
None of the Union companies produced a
visible typewriter in 1901 through which
to compete with the rising Underwood.
Remington alone dominated typewriter
sales in North America, and, perhaps,
having secured the “Oﬃcial Typewriter”
title for the fair, thought it best to promote
other Union products by not participating
in the competition.
United Typewriter primarily displayed
the New Century Caligraph, Densmore
model No.s 4 and 5, and the Yost 4. The
Densmore 5 was introduced at the event
and received a silver medal. Caligraph
was involved with the exposition earlier,
during the planning stage, and received
widespread news coverage for that. In 1899,
the Pan-American Exposition Co. had been
supplied with a special “Polyglot New Cen-

tury” machine that could type all the symbols needed for Spanish, French, German,
Portuguese, and English. This capacity
facilitated the company’s communications
with potential participating companies
from western Europe. For undiscovered
reasons, the New Century, along with
Remington, also was named “the Oﬃcial
Typewriter” of the exposition. While there
is no description of United Typewriter’s
booth, the site made the news because several boxes of celluloid advertising buttons
intended as souvenirs for visitors were stolen one night from it. No examples of these
premium pinbacks are known to survive.
However, United did give visitors business cards advertising itself and the three
brands, several of which are in collections
today.⁴ 7 This card was made of a formerly
extremely rare and valuable medium,
aluminum. The once-expensive metal had
been transformed into an inexpensive one
that anyone might own through the use of
electricity created by means of generators
at Niagara Falls, an image of which was
displayed on the back of the card.
The Smith Premier display was the only
other Union Typewriter-related one, but
it was allowed, for unidentified reasons,
to remain outside of the United Typewriter umbrella. The company featured
its models 2, 4, and 6, but the display was
most noted at the time for its generosity

with premiums and advertising literature. One premium I have identified was
a substantial photographic booklet, Our
Juvenile Class, a compendium of 26 images
of little girls dressed up in elaborate clothing while typing on or otherwise interacting with Smith Premier typewriters.⁵ 8
The company also gave away this postcard
touting its display at the event that they
hoped visitors would send to friends and
relatives to draw them to the fair.⁶ 9 As for
the other typewriter companies that had
displays at the Pan, today we know of their
presence through premium gifts that have
survived as ephemera. One of the most
sought after by collectors is a beautiful
chromolithographed pamphlet distributed
by Blickensderfer that exclusively touts its
pioneering electric typewriter, which was
introduced at the exposition. 10 Few of the
surviving graphics from the exposition
more eﬀectively embody the relationship between the fair’s electricity theme
and the increasing capacities of humans
in the future. Blick was granted a bronze
medal for this machine and also one for its
“Cipher Code Typewriter.” The machine,
an index typewriter using a letter substitution approach, was built on a model 5
base. It was introduced at the fair as the
“Niagara” and subsequently failed to pass
security tests conducted by the U.S. military. It was reintroduced the next year as a
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cheap version of the Blick. The name came
from the hydroelectric waterfall theme at
The Pan. In 1902, it was marketed as the
Niagara by Blick and as the Best by Sears
and Roebuck. 11
Other typewriters at The Pan are barely
noted in the press or otherwise. Even
Oliver, with its model 3 and its special accounting columnar version that together
received a gold medal, are not otherwise
published about. Even less noticed was the
Franklin eﬀort, perhaps because it, like
so many others, received no recognition
from the awards committee. However, a
premium small letter opener given to visitors by Franklin is a reminder to us today
that the company was there. 12 A bit more
is said in the press concerning the Wellington 2, which received a lesser bronze
medal. The committee that awarded it
described its justification in terms of the
Wellington’s “simplicity, durability, visible
writing and general adaptation for all
purposes required of a writing machine.”6
The company distributed this small diecut pamphlet at its booth as a premium. 13
Lastly, the Columbia Typewriter Company’s Bar-Lock 10 received a silver medal.
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Endnotes
1. The original photograph of the Underwood
booth and surrounding booths at the Louisiana
Purchase Exposition in 1904 is owned by and
curated in the Donald G. Larsen Collection on
International Exhibitions and Fairs in the Henry
Madden Library at Fresno State University,
Fresno, California. Permission to use the image
(number EXP904a.49a) here is for a single time
use. Any other publication of the photo requires
the express written permission of its owner.
2. The sources for this article and Part 3 (in our
next issue) include the following: “An Educated
Typewriter,” Buﬀalo Enquirer, October 27, 1899,
p. 7; Schreibmaschinen Zeitung, October, 1904;
“Lottie Sullivan, a Second Helen Keller, at the
World’s Fair [Louisiana Purchase Exposition],”
St. Louis Post-Dispatch, Sunday, October 2, 1904;
“Underwood Awarded the Grand Prize,” St. Louis
Post-Dispatch, October 24, 1904, p. 6; “Learning
the Ways of White Folks,” St. Louis Post-Dispatch
Magazine, September 11, 1904; “‘Stenographers’
Day’ at the World’s Fair,” Typewriter and Pho-
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The Pan-American Exposition was the
least important for typewriter companies
of the three 20th-century fairs I will be
discussing, as measured by attendance,
space, and publicity. Even worse, it was
briefly interrupted by the assassination
of the President of the United States,
William McKinley, near the beginning
of the event. This surely had a negative
impact on subsequent attendance and
interest in the exposition. However, this
1901 fair was the first one in the rapidly
growing U.S. market for typewriters
since the 1893 Centennial Exposition, and
the majority of American manufacturers wanted to be represented. Planning
for the next fair at St. Louis in 1904 had
begun before The Pan opened, and that
event promised to be a much more important one for the companies. But they
did not want to wait for it to clearly get
their existing and new products before
the public in a setting that they hoped
would remind the public of the excitement of the 1893 fair. That it did not was
not completely predictable. ■
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Watch for Part 3 in our next issue!

nographic World, October, 1904, p. 215; Nancy J.
Parezo and Don D. Fowler, Anthropology Goes to
the Fair: The 1904 Louisiana Purchase Exposition
(Lincoln: Nebraska University Press, 2007), pp.
164-93; “Exhibit of the Underwood Typewriter
Company,” Connecticut at the World’s Fair: Report of
the Commissioners from Connecticut to the Louisiana
Purchase Exposition Held at St. Louis, 1904 (Hartford: Press of the Case Lockwood and Brainard
Co., 1906), pp. 134-36; “DeLuxe Illustrated Booklet
of the Panama-Pacific International Exposition
Now Ready,” Remington Notes, vol. 3, no. 7, July,
1914, pp. 1-2; Paul R. Mahony, “The World Condensed,” Remington Notes, vol. 10, no. 3, July, 1915,
pp. 4-10; “Typewriters at the Pan-American,” The
Telegraph Age, vol. 24, 1901, p. 249; “The Corona
at the Panama-Pacific Exposition,” Typewriter
Topics, January, 1915, pp. 81-82; “More About the
Underwood Grand Prize at San Francisco”, Typewriter Topics, April, 1915, p. 208; “The Remington
at the Panama-Pacific Exposition,” Typewriter
Topics, June, 1915, pp. 86-86; Typewriter Topics,
February, 1915, p. 143; Typewriter Topics, May,
1915, p. 4; Elizabeth Clakson Zwart, “The Front
Row,” Des Moines Register, January 9, 1975; “A New
Model of the Multiplex Hammond,” Typewriter
Topics, September, 1915, pp. 30-32; “Remington
Typewriter Wins Grand Prize and Three Medals at Panama Exposition,” Typewriter Topics,
September, 1915, pp. 32 and 66; “Liberal Arts Day
Will Be Exposition Feature Today,” San Francisco
Chronicle, June 29, 1915, p. 5;
http://oztypewriter.blogspot.com/2016/08/
shame-games-st-louis-olympics-and-human.html;
https://archive.org/stream/cu31924015340114/
cu31924015340114_djvu.txt;
http://www.desertsun.com/story/

3.

4.
5.

6.

news/2015/12/24/115-year-old-typewriter-has-richhistory/77721132/;
https://books.google.com/books?id=5ZJDAQAAMAAJ;
https://ds-carbonite.haverford.edu/spectacle-14/
exhibits/show/vantagepoints_1904wfphilippine/
civilizing_mission;
https://www.newspapers.com/newspage/141844336/;
http://www.worldcat.org/title/our-juvenile-classsouvenir-pan-american-exposition/oclc/839886395;
https://search-proquest-com.udel.idm.oclc.org/doc
view/910583332/6579DD312F5F4DE4PQ/3?account
id=10457;
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/
Rebecca_Rouse3/publication/289540179_Meet_
Me_at_the_Fair_A_World%27s_Fair_Reader/
links/569027fc08aee91f69a16996/Meet-Me-at-theFair-A-Worlds-Fair-Reader.pdf.
There may have been more booths mounted by
typewriter distributors present at The Pan and
the other two fairs, but the ones noted herein are
the only ones that I was able to document as being present at them. Similarly, research revealed
only a very limited number of newspapers and
other documents concerning descriptions of
the displays. The majority of the typewriters
documented as being present were in booths
at the three fairs not described at all or only
very briefly alluded to in the materials that I
searched. Future research hopefully will provide
more information.
Herman Price collection.
Figure 8b is a photo of Florine Grace Gregg of Detroit, Michigan. Most of the models, like her, are
American white girls, but the 26 images include
one each of an African American, Chinese, and
British girl.
Herman Price collection.

the repair bench : by luis galiano

Typewriter
Feet

typewriter feet: they keep typewriters
stable, stop them from sliding around, and
make typing more comfortable. Or they
serve as decoration on that typewriter
that sits on a shelf as a prized machine,
too fragile to be typed on routinely. Regardless of their purpose, every typewriter deserves to stand on something other
than bare metal or molten goops of rubber
that have deformed beyond comprehension, like deflated tires. So how do we go
about replacing them? In this, my first
article for ETCetera, I would like to present
a summary of all methods I have tried, or
seen tried in multiple places, to bring feet
back to life.
The first obvious approach is your
local hardware store. Browse the aisles,
mostly in the areas of faucet repair work
or hardware, for any rubber grommet that
resembles a typewriter foot. This seems to
be a popular approach for portables where
the feet are actually grommet-shaped and
the foot sits partially above and partially
below the metal holder. Although it is
a hit-or-miss approach, this could be a
simple way of finding a suitable replacement for your typewriter!
But what if we cannot repurpose an already existing piece as a suitable replacement? Here are a few methods that might
help for custom work:
Rubber casting: I don’t have expertise
on do-it-yourself rubber casting, but the
main problem I have seen with this approach is finding an original piece to get a
casting from and the expense of contracting out if DIY is not an option. Even in

Above, cork borer and cork-boring process. Left to
right: cork-boring tool, boring the outer shape, boring the inner screw hole.

Below, from left to right: original foot; cork-bored;
3d-printed and plasti-dipped; 3d-printed in FlexPLA
as 40% infill rubber.

DIY you have to worry about retaining air,
finding suitable rubber-cast compounds,
knowing how to create casting molds, and
product shelf life. This method can get
expensive unless you produce large runs.
Rubber grinding: The process for
grinding rubber stock to desired final
shape would be similar to the process of
platen grinding. From what I have been
able to gather, it requires a lathe equipped
with a grinding wheel attachment and a
suitable source of solid rubber stock.
eBay: If you decide to go the purchasing route, a few eBay sellers carry full feet
replacement sets in the $20-$40 range.
Cork borer set + rubber stoppers:
This method works well if you absolutely
need feet made of solid rubber. You can
choose rubber stoppers of approximately
the right size and hardness and shape
them using a cork borer as long as the final form is round (round feet, round with
a tenon—a protruding part that fits in a
hole under the frame or is secured with a
clamp—or round with screws). The finish
depends on borer sharpness and your

willingness to do some post-processing, as
the rubber will probably need some polishing afterwards. This is a cost-eﬀective
method with low set-up costs to generate
a limited number of feet.
3D printing, PLA/ABS: If you own a
3D printer, or have access to a local makerspace (see spaces.makerspace.com/directory), 3D printing is a fantastic way to
make plastic parts, and even parts made
with plastic infused with steel particles,
which look like metal. The most commonly used plastics, PLA and ABS, can be
used to produce nice, solid pieces in virtually any shape or form you desire with
minimal setup time. For typewriters that
will not be in use, painting the resulting
feet provides a very convincing replacement for rubber feet, and no prior mold
is needed. Also, 3D printing opens the
possibility for creating square/rectangular feet or feet of any other shape. To give
plastic feet a more rubber-like appearance and grip, spraying on Plasti-Dip or
dipping the feet in Plasti-Dip will provide
e (continued on page 17)
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show & tell : by neil cooper

Sholes &
Glidden
#3239
my wife and i were watching a program about a train trip in America. En
route, they stopped oﬀ to visit a typewriter museum, at which point the
program became of interest (point of
note: I am not a typewriter collector).
They mentioned that the first practical
typewriter was a Sholes and Glidden. I
said to my wife, “I wonder what make
our typewriter is, out in our garage? I am
going to take a look.” Lo and behold, it
was a Sholes and Glidden. Still unaware
that it might be collectable, I began my
research. I have now spent many hours
looking into the history of typewriters.
This was made even more enjoyable
and interesting after joining the Facebook Antique Typewriters Collectors
Group and Antique Typewriter Maintenance Group. The members have been
so friendly and helpful. It has made my
investigation so much more pleasurable,
and I would like to thank them.
The typewriter was in the house when
we bought it in 1981, and I know that the
house had been empty for 14 years before
that. We knew the previous owners and
the person who rented the property
before it became vacant and because of
their occupations, are mystified as to
who originally brought the typewriter
into the house. It could, we surmise, have
been there since 1920.
Another puzzle is the many coat-ofarms decals, which may indicate a Canadian influence. However, the typewriter
has a £ key, and the Canadian currency
after 1864 was replaced by the Canadian
$; however, Newfoundland did still use
the £ until 1894.
Our Sholes and Glidden, we believe,
was produced in late 1876, and the serial
number, 3239 with no “A” prefix, would
indicate that it did not return to the factory for modification.
My regret is that I do not remember
the condition of the typewriter when
I first saw it. I am sure that the next
trustee of the machine will have as much
pleasure owning it as I have. ■
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Typewriter Feet (continued from page 15)

A bay and boats decal, like this one on the paper
table, appears on a few Sholes and Gliddens, but
although the scenes are similar, the content does
vary considerably.

The beaver is a national emblem of Canada and was
put on the Coat of Arms of the Hudson Bay Company
in 1621. The boats which appear on two of the decals
may have a connection with the Hudson Bay Company, but this is only clutching at straws.

a look and feel that mimics a regular foot
quite well. There are numerous online
free tools to generate 3D parts (onshape.
com being my favorite) and custom 3D
printing services if you don’t want to
invest in a 3D printer or don’t have access
to a makerspace. Keep this technique in
mind for other replacement pieces. (I’ve
seen this method used also for replacement spool covers and platen knobs, but
that’s for another article!)
3D printing, FlexPLA/Cheetah/
Ninja-Flex: Recent advances in materials and 3D printing engineering allow us
to print now in flexible rubber materials,
with equivalent properties to those of
original pieces, but with the convenience
of being 3D printed. The hardness can be
regulated by choosing the right filament
(Shore hardness here is your friend). For
those of you unfamiliar with Shore hardness, it is a method to measure hardness
of a material, measured with an instrument called a Durometer. There are 4
diﬀerent hardness scales (A-D) based
on measurement configuration, and the
higher the number in the scale the harder
the material. If you plan to print using
softer filaments, or if you plan to cast your
own parts (flexible or rigid), it is a good
idea to understand the hardness of the
final material to ensure the part fits the
purpose!. A quick reference is found at
www.smooth-on.com/page/durometer-shorehardness-scale.
The other aspect that controls the
final behavior of the material is known
as the infill. (3D printed structures
are usually not 100% solid, so you can
regulate how much material is inside
the structure: higher infill = more rigid,
lower infill = less rigid.)
Recently, I have found an attempt
online at creating a library of replacement parts for typewriters, which can be
found at 3dtypewriterparts.com. Hopefully, as the community keeps finding
new tools to keep typewriters running
and looking their best, the number of
open-source available parts and pieces
will keep increasing to the benefit of the
whole community! ■

On this coat of arms, Honi soit qui mal y pense
means “May he be shamed who thinks badly of
it”—the motto of the British Chivalric Order of the
Garter.
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Collectors’
Corner

Christina
and Mark
Albrecht

the albrechts are fairly recent but
very successful collectors, known to many
American typewriter lovers from their
presence at Herman Price’s last three
meetings. They recently moved from
Oklahoma to Florida, along with an impressive set of typewriters and stands.
ETCetera: How did you get started collecting typewriters?
Mark: The short answer is the show
“House of Cards,” but of course, it isn’t
that simple. After completely repainting
the inside of our house, we were staring
at the bare walls, trying to decide how we
wanted to decorate. We had been antiquing together from the beginning of our
relationship and had a fascination with
industrial mechanical devices. While
binge watching “House of Cards,” we saw
the main character, Frank Underwood,
take out an Underwood four-bank and
use it to type up a letter to the President.
We looked at each other and remarked
how cool that was. A few weeks later, we
tripped over an Underwood wide-carriage
machine on the floor of a local antique
shop and remembered that it was the
same brand name on the typewriter from
the show. We got home and immediately
started researching antique typewriters,
and just about fell oﬀ the couch at the
beautiful machines we were seeing online.
Over the next few weeks we tried to win
a few eBay auctions, but were always
outbid at the last second (that was before
we learned about snipe bidding). Finally
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we stepped up and won our first machine,
an excellent condition Underwood fourbank, just like the one on the show, and an
Underwood typewriter tin to go with it.
Christina: Things snowballed from
there. The next day, Mark’s dad called
and told us that there was what sounded
like a Blick 6 at a local shop in Missouri.
A few calls later, and we made a deal over
the phone. We drove up that weekend
to pick it up, and lo and behold, sitting next to it was our first Hammond
12. A few stops later, we found our first
Corona 3 folding. On Tuesday the next
week, that first Underwood arrived at the
house with three friends waiting. After
that, the hunt intensified to daily online
searches and untold hours of research
and discovery to learn what was rare and
unusual, what we should be willing to
pay, and who we should get connected
with. In October 2015, we showed up to
our first outing at Herman’s, and our lives
as collectors were solidified.
ETCetera: So how do you find all these
machines?
Christina and Mark: The answer is
simple and complicated at the same time.
The simple answer is we are constantly
searching. We spend at least 40 hours
a week searching through all kinds of
resources. The vast majority of folks know
about places like Etsy and eBay, but there
are some sites that obviously not many
know. On top of that, we typically spend
a day of the weekend, if not both days,

hunting through shops within about 250
miles of home. That is changing with
our move to Florida, but the theory is the
same. You have to go look. Also, the best
machines at the best prices in the wild
are typically on the floor, covered up with
something else. The more complicated
answer is the sheer number of resources
we look through daily. Honestly, we buy
maybe one out of every 500 machines we
see in person — that is a guess, but it is
close. The buy rate on what we see online
is exponentially more lopsided.
ETCetera: What kinds of machines especially fascinate you?
Christina and Mark: Index machines,
odd striking mechanisms, machines with
unusual typefaces, and anything with a
curved keyboard.
ETCetera: What are some favorites in
your collection?
Christina: How can we possibly answer that? The Franklins, the Hammonds,
the Typos, the typewriter stands, the
indexes, the ephemera.
Mark: We probably spend more time
looking for stands now than anything else.
ETCetera: Do you ever use typewriters, or
do you just put them on the shelf?
Mark: We are not writers, but we use
them from time to time to write each other love notes back and forth, and Christina
likes to use the script typeface machines
for Christmas cards.
ETCetera: Usually one partner in a
relationship is obsessed with typewriters, and

the other, well, tolerates the pursuit. But it
seems that you’re both enthusiastic collectors.
How do you collaborate in the hunt? Do you
sometimes disagree about what to collect?
Mark: I can’t tell you how much time
we spend looking. Those rare finds
make it all worth it, and we truly enjoy
this hobby as a couple. We’re constantly
texting finds to each other, and keeping
each other honest regarding whether
they fit into the collection and at what
price we’re willing to buy them. I think
when you know the other person really
has thing for certain machines, you make
exceptions. The ultra-wide carriage Varityper comes to mind...
Christina: We’re both equally obsessed
with this, but in diﬀerent ways. We have
diﬀerent roles. Mark is the researcher
who spends hours on eBay; I’m the sweet
talker, the negotiator.
Mark: I send Christina in for the kill.
Christina: I get very attached; I have a
hard time paring down the collection. I get
into the toys, Mark isn’t really interested.
I have a collection of 30 Simplexes or so.
Mark hates Quiet De Luxes.
Mark: But Christina loves the Quiet De
Luxe “candy” line. She has all but the yellow.
Christina: So yes, there are times
when compromises must be made. It
means that when spotting a dreaded QDL
case from across the room, Mark knows
he must go and lift the lid just to see. Even
though 9.9 times out of 10 it’s an ugly one,
the eﬀort must be made.

ETCetera: What are some good stories
you can share with us?
Mark: We were headed up to Wichita
at nine in the morning, saw an antiques
sign, and slammed on the brakes, but the
store was closed. Christina was yelling,
“Let’s just go.” “Let me just look in the
window,” I said. Sitting in the window
was a Caligraph No. 3 Special, one of six
known. They wanted $700 or $800. We
couldn’t stay, we had to leave 45 minutes
before they opened. We started calling
them. We were nervous: “Surely some
other window pirate’s going to come
by and grab it.” They finally got back
to us about two in the afternoon, and
we settled on $375. Our plan when we
first got it was to sell it and make a little
money. Then Christina started looking at
the serial number —
Christina: — while driving down the
highway, turned around in my seat. “Why
is there an asterisk?” I took a picture with
my phone and we started researching it.
It took us months before I finally found
an ad for the No. 3 Special. In the last
6-8 months before the No. 4, they added
two features: the ribbon moves back and
forth, front to back, and the platen can be
swapped. The print ad for the No. 3 with
these features came out shortly before
the introduction of the No. 4, which had a
diﬀerent keyboard. The Caligraph is what
got us into the really old, early ones. After
we got it home and figured out what it
was, I wasn’t going to let it go.

Mark: The same dealer described an
incredibly odd index machine to us. Six
months go by, another six months ... two
and half years later I call him, say we’re
going to be driving back. “We’re shutting the store down, if you want to stop
by we can look for the typewriter.” So
we stop. Finally, it turns out it’s a Dollar.
He had it sitting on a little shelf in his
house for 25 years.
Christina: We’ll drop everything
and drive 14 hours, we don’t care. If it’s
worth it —
Mark: — we’ve done it. It’s Friday
morning and we’re on the road. The
Fay-Sholes was one of those trips; we
saw it on Craigslist. This was a family
heirloom; the great-great-grandfather
was an accountant in the late 1800s and
bought this machine for his business.
We found an ad showing there was a
factory store at the factory where they
sold machines that were working, but
weren’t necessarily production machines. His oﬃce was three blocks down
the road. It stayed in the oﬃce until it
closed in the ’70s, then was passed from
family member to family member until
we got it.
ETCetera: Thanks so much for these
exciting stories. Your dedication and success
are inspirations to us all. ■
In our next issue: the Albrechts interview
collector Danny Jordan.
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book review : by richard polt

Typewriters
Iconic Machines from
the Golden Age of Mechanical Writing

Typewriters: Iconic Machines from the
Golden Age of Mechanical Writing
By Anthony Casillo
Photographs by Bruce Curtis and
Anthony Casillo
Foreword by Tom Hanks
San Francisco: Chronicle Books, 2017
208 pages, $40.00

tony casillo is known to most readers
of this magazine as a dedicated typewriter lover who has found some wonderful
machines over 40 years of collecting. He
is also a working repairman who owns
TTS Business Products in Garden City,
New York. Tony’s new book is a high
point in his career and a worthy addition
to the literature on typewriter history.
Typewriters is a big, nicely bound,
hardback volume. The gold-plated Princess 300 on the cover will draw the attention of even your most jaded friends and
relatives if you leave it on a coﬀee table.
They will also perk up at Tom Hanks’
eleven reasons to use a typewriter (“11.
Typewriter = Chick Magnet”). Then they
may be drawn into Tony’s account of how
his passion began with an Oliver and a
Blickensderfer, and his five-page summary of typewriter history.
But the heart of the book is 80 portraits of machines from Tony’s collection.
Here is where the novice’s eyes will be
opened to the wonderful variety of writing machines, and the expert will enjoy
a front-row seat as this accomplished
collector introduces us to his treasures.
Every typewriter gets a historical and
technical description and a full-page
photo (a few of the most spectacular machines, such as the Automatic, get three
pages). For those of us who like to dig
into the variations that occur within the
production run of a model, it’s useful that
Tony provides the serial number of each
machine and detailed images (although
some could be brighter). Also helpful are
the weight and dimensions of every type20 • ETCetera No. 119 • Winter 2017/18

writer, in both U.S. and metric measures;
in many other sources it’s diﬃcult to get
a sense of the size of a machine, and one
can easily form mistaken impressions.
The selection of typewriters here
reflects the traditional emphasis of
typewriter collecting on early inventions, with a few ventures into more
modern designs. Of the 80 machines, 33
were made before 1900, and 10 after the
Second World War. The most unusual
models include a Boston, American Fitch,
Travis, Duplex, Postal 7, Sterling, and
gold-plated Smith-Corona portable.
A lot of thought has gone into Tony’s
descriptions of his collection and the
design of the book. The text is set in a
typewriter-style font. (Note to future

designers: typewriters don’t do ligatures,
like fi.) If you run your finger over the
dustjacket you’ll feel that the “typing”
has been debossed into the paper. The
book ends with a convenient one-page
collection of photos of all the machines
pictured in the volume.
This book joins Paul Robert and Peter
Weil’s Typewriter (reviewed in our issue
115) as a notable recent addition to the
literature. Typewriter has an edge when it
comes to visual variety and little-known
facts that will intrigue experienced collectors, while Typewriters has the advantage of a clear historical progression and
close looks at one expert’s collection.
Both of these books definitely deserve a
place in your library. ■

The Typewriter:
An Innovation in Writing
by nick tauriainen

most airports have a few rotating
exhibits that give travelers something
constructive to do while waiting for their
flights. But in the case of San Francisco
International Airport, there are more
than just a few exhibits—the airport is
home to a museum that is fully accredited by the American Association of Museums. One of their current exhibitions,
which opened on May 12th, 2017 and
will run until January 27th, 2018, is “The
Typewriter: An Innovation in Writing.”
The SFO Museum was invited by
Professor Thomas S. Mullaney to visit
his exhibition, “The Chinese Typewriter:
The Design and Science of East Asian
Information Technology” at Stanford
University. This sparked an interest, but
East Asian typewriters alone were not
enough to form the basis for the SFO Museum exhibition. The idea was expanded
by its curator, Daniel Calderon, to feature
the full history of typewriters with an
emphasis on early American machines
and typewriters with foreign layouts.
The exhibition is located post-security
in Terminal 2. At the very front, displayed individually in eye-catching glass
boxes, are typewriters owned by Ernest
Hemingway, Tennessee Williams, Orson
Welles, John Lennon, and Ray Bradbury.
Behind these are three large display cases, with antique typewriters (including
a beautiful 1875 Sholes & Glidden) on the
left, portables and post-war typewriters
in the middle, and typewriters with foreign layouts (German, Russian, Arabic,
Japanese, and Chinese) on the right.
To accompany the exhibit, the museum published a substantial full-color
book of over 100 pages, also entitled The
Typewriter: An Innovation in Writing. It
is filled with beautiful photographs of
every machine and piece of typewriting
ephemera in the exhibition, and outlines
many important points in the history of
the development of the typewriter. ■

Daniel Calderon, the exhibition’s curator

John Lennon’s Imperial Good Companion Model T

Book published to accompany the exhibition

More information about the exhibition can be found at the following address:
https://www.flysfo.com/museum/exhibitions/typewriter-innovation-writing
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New on
the Shelf

3

6

1

7
4

2

8
5

Christina and Mark Albrecht: Oliver
9 (Greek), Stoewer Record, Yost 15, grey
Typatune, Oliver candlestick, Oliver
spoon, Caligraph paperweight, Smith
Premier change dish
Madeleine Allen: Bing 1,
Keystone 1 #2195 1
Richard Amery: 1960 Facit TP1 #233585
Ping Amranand: Remington port. 2
#NP86620 (alligator paint, Spanish kbd.)
Hans Barbian: Malling-Hansen
Writing Ball #102 2
Uwe Bethmann: Rheinmetall
ergonomic portable 3
Lars Borrmann: Portia (Sabb?), 4 Smith
Premier 4 in shipping crate
Richard Boydstun: Hammond 1 #12522
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Ian Brumfield: 1966 Royal 440 #440
11-8493067 (Tropic Blue), 1940 Klein-Continental #R344548 (Bulgarian Cyrillic),
1937 Royal Deluxe #A-663587, 1909-1914
Columbia Bar-Lock #152774, 1900-1906
New Century Caligraph 6 #14760, 1894
Caligraph 2 #37387
Terry Cooksley: 1949 Oliver portable
#4903442 (repainted 2-tone green), 1931
Underwood 5 #396182
Susan Fisher: Smith-Corona Clipper #4C213376, Royal Quiet De Luxe
#A3257328, Underwood Portable (faux
mahogany) #501349
Peter Eipers: Oliver 5 #226505 5
Guillermo Fernández Boan: Daugherty
#1186, Draper #40075, Monarch Pioneer

#C119989, Bartholomew Stenograph
#483, Fox 3, Rem-Sho “Greek temple,”
manual Varityper #AL230828, Regia
Mixta #AC-3493
Thomas Fürtig: Adler bookkeeping machine (based on Favorit), 6 red F.K. Mala,
Halda 12, blue Juwel-Mirsina 2 7
David John: Andina, Densmore 2 #4091
w/ base & cover
Thomas Kramer: Lloyd (Stoewer 1B) 8
Diane Maher: 1897 Remington 6, 1899
Smith Premier 4 (with NE, NW, SE, &
SW keys), Olympia SM1, Smith Corona
Galaxie 12, Hermes 3000
Richard Mohlman: Hammond 1 # 2811,
National 2 # 576, Salter 6 # 3862,
Allen 10 #4071

9

12

15

16
13
10

17

11

14
18

Peter Muckermann: Fox portable 1
#1564, Senta 4-bank w/case (both for sale)
Frank Notten: Baby Rem # KD90003
(Sept. 1929? would be 1 year later than
latest previously known Rem-Blick),
chromed or silver Smith-Corona (lost in
shipping; please watch for it) 9
Franz Pehmer: green Olivetti MP1,
red Everest 90
Richard Polt: Fürstenberg, 10 Halda
Star, IBM Selectric I (restored & painted
by Brian Brumfield), Imperial 66, Rheinmetall ergonomic portable (red woodgrain, Thai kbd.)
Herman Price: Remington Rand 1 (collette and endowa blue), Odell 5 in plush
case, Densmore 6, Odell 2 checkwriter, 11

Continental portable #R27, Remer,
Mignon (white & red), 12 college
Coronas (UT and UW)
Manfred Rommel: Underwood 3 #70417 13
Dale Schellenger: Munson 3 #10047, Empire 1 #25436, aluminum Blick 5 #139732,
AMC (Alpina) #304218
Ethan Singree: Densmore 2 #1287 (third
oldest Densmore 2!), Densmore 1 #8943, 14
Smith Premier 5 #8889, Smith Premier 2
#48918, Smith Premier 10 #65459, Remington Smith Premier 10# SP60906, New
Century Caligraph 5 #18600
Sirvent brothers: Masspro #001968 15
Maxim Suravegin: Toshiba, 16 Salter
6 Improved, Salter Visible, Odell 2 & 5,
Remington-Sholes, Sun 2, Columbia index,

Stoewer Elite, Leningrad, Bar-Lock 4,
Chicago, Genia, red Mignon 2, The Franklin, Fox 24 pharmaceutical, Boston Hall,
Keaton, Oliver 4, Varityper (Cyrillic), Active
Peter Weil: James B. Hammond business
card, 17 Hammond 1 Universal #14421, 18
Christmas gift from James B. Hammond
to Jeﬀerson M. Clough, Dec. 1890 (1st year
of manufacture of the model); Clough
was the supervising production engineer
for the Sholes & Glidden; in 1875-76 and
at some point in the next decade, Clough
family lore asserts that Jeﬀerson provided expertise to Hammond in developing the Hammond 1. Engraved dedication
states “Mr. J.M. Clough With the Compliments of the INVENTOR, XMAS 1890.”
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Historische Burowelt
ifhb.de

No. 109, September 2017

• Franz Hübl, inventor of the Tip-Tip
• Erikas exported from East to
West Germany
• Revival of Fraktur type in East Germany
• Japanese typewriters in Switzerland

HBw-Aktuell
ifhb.de

October 2017

• Meetings and swap meets
• Writers and their typewriters

November 2017

• Typewriters in telegraphy
• Detective exposes typewritten forgeries

December 2017

• Breker auction results
• 20th anniversary of Mitterhofer
Typewriter Museum

Letters
Because I am a bit slow in reading the
typewriter magazines, which I do mostly
in trains or pubs, it was just two days
ago that I noticed Richard’s small remark
about the 30th anniversary of ETCetera.
Sincere congratulations to the whole
crew. You do an impressive job, for which
I can only bow deeply. Chapeau! I hope
that you will continue for a long time.
—Jos Legrand
Maastricht, Netherlands
I loved the article “Words from the
Desk of a Typewriter Poet” in the latest
ETCetera. I would really like to see more
articles of this sort, stories of how people
are using typewriters in creative ways!
—Fred Durbin
Beaver Falls, Pennsylvania
Fred’s idea was so good that I asked him to
write such a story—and he did! Look for his
story on writers who use typewriters in our
March issue. —Ed.
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typex1@aol.com

Vol. 29, No. 4, November 2017

• Typex goes digital: free PDF only,
starting next year
• Remembering Jack Knarr
• Musicwriters, Part II

New website with free newsletter:
typexnews.com

I was reading some old Typewriter Exchange
newsletters. I found that the Early Typewriter Collectors’ Association was organized in February 1987. Sixteen enthusiasts
in southern California met at the home
of Richard Dickerson and oﬃcers were
elected. That was 30 years ago and it was an
informal organization. We formally created
a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization with a
duly elected board of directors just a short
time ago, on February 15, 2015. Two members of the original group are still members
today, Jim Rauen and Darryl Rehr.
—Herman Price
Morgantown, West Virginia

Wanted
Wanted: Keystone parts (keytops, spacebar,
mainspring, etc.) or parts machine. Madeleine Allen, madeleine.parra@gmail.com.
Wanted: split type shuttle (right side)
for Hammond 1A #2790 / Exchange #383.
Lothar K. Friedrich, l.friedrich@bfoe.de.
Wanted: escapement for Royal Bar-Lock
14 (see photo at right); carriage lever for
Underwood 3-bank portable. Peter Muckermann, typenkorb@web.de.

typewriterdatabase.com
Updated pages on typewriterdatabase.com:
Hammond, Varityper, Smith-Corona, Fox,
Royal, Remington, Hermes, Underwood.
Available at typewriterrepairbible.com:
The Manual Typewriter Repair Bible
The 1970 AMES Standard & Electric Typewriter Repair Manual
The Olivetti Lettera 22 Typewriter Repair Bible
The Smith-Corona Floating Shift Typewriter
Repair Bible
The Smith-Corona 6YC Series Typewriter
Repair Manual
The Olympia SM 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7 Typewriter Repair Bible
The Olympia SG1 Typewriter Repair Bible
The Noiseless Standard Typewriter Repair Bible

